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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

All teachers at all levels and In all subjects and
activities make or can make vitally important contributions
to American citizenship*

But there is no other single group

in America with so heavy a responsibility, or so great an
opportunity for the progressive realization of the American
democratic ideal, as the social studies teachers.”**

However,

this great opportunity is often wasted because in the
secondary schools of our nation there is little agreement
as to how much or what kinds of social studies shall be
taught *
The Traditional Course in Social Studies — The
traditional social studies course is one that clearly stays
within subject boundaries.

These subjects are labeled

history, geography, economics, oivics, etc.

They may be

further narrowed to include a particular phase of history,
e.g. English or United States history, or a specific study
of geography, e.g. World or Western Hemisphere geography.
In a traditional history course little, if any, geography is

1.

Studebaker. John W#, MCommunisms1 Challenge to American
Education," Congressional Record. First Session, 80th
Congress.

- 3 -

taught as the main objective is the teaching of history,
and any relationship to other subjects is incidental.
With traditional courses being offered that are
so narrow in scope it naturally follows that instruction
will tend to be departmentalized.

As a result, we have

history courses taught by teachers who have specialized in
that subject, and geography courses given by specialists in
that field.
The Correlated Course in Social.Studies — The
correlated course arranges instruction on the basis that
closely connected ideas in different fields should be taught
at the same time.

Thus, a correlated course would clearly

point out and emphasize the interrelationship between
geography and history.

The two fields would not be

considered as separate but could be taught at the same time,
e.g. correlated geography and history.
Because the correlated course is not as narrow in
scope as the traditional course, instruction tends to be
less departmentalized.
The Fused Course in Social Studies — In the
fused course subject boundaries are totally disregarded.
Faots and principles from all related fields are welded
together to understand some issue or adjust to a problem,
e.g. social studies.

- 4 -

While the correlated course may show the relation¬
ship between two or more traditional subjects, the fused
course goes a step further in using only those segments of
the traditional fields that are applicable in a given
situation.

Instruction is not departmentalized.
The Approach in This Study — The lack of agree¬

ment among educators regarding how much and what kinds of
social studies shall be taught provides little help to the
secondary school that is planning a revision of their sooial
studies curriculum.

However, a survey of the type of

courses offered by other schools oan provide at least a
consensus as to what should be taught and when it should be
taught.

As further evidence as to specifically what should

be taught, a survey of the units offered within courses
would be helpful.
Any secondary school planning a revision of their
present social studies curriculum should investigate the
advantages claimed and disadvantages admitted by adherents

of the various types of courses.

Such material might best

be polled right from the subject teacher who is keenly
aware of the good points and shortcomings of her particular
type of course.
With factual evidence available regarding the
type of course offered, units therein, and advantages and
y

disadvantages of eaoh type of course, a sohool revising its
curriculum has some signposts to follow.

Assumptions in This Study — It must be assumed
in making a survey of the schools of the State, that all the
participating teachers are in agreement on the definition of
terms.

Particularly is this necessary in a social studies

survey beoauae of the difference in meaning that is
constantly given to ideas in this field.

All conclusions

reached in this study are based on the assumption that the
participating teachers have accepted the definition of
\

terms as stated in the questionnaire.
It is further assumed that the participating
teachers have accepted the advantages listed as really
being advantages, and the disadvantages listed as actually
being disadvantages.
It is ejected that the principal of eaoh
participating sohool turned the questionnaire over to the
teacher best qualified to fill it out.

CHAPTER

II

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE

CHAPTER

II

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM. AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE

The general nature of this study was mentioned in
the preceding chapter.

This chapter describes in detail

what procedure was followed.
Statement of Problem — This study was undertaken
to provide some specific information to guide the social
studies department of the Amherst Junior High School in
revising the organization of social studies in the 7th and
8th grade of their school.
The purpose of this study is threefold:
(a)

To determine what type of social studies
courses are offered in the junior high
schools of Massachusetts.

(b)

To determine what speoific subjects and
units are offered, and in what grades
these courses and units are offered.

(c)

To find out what advantages are claimed,
and what disadvantages are admitted, for
each type of course.

Subjects and Materials — A questionnaire was
sent to two hundred and thirty-two Junior high schools in
the state of Massachusetts.

The principals receiving these

-

8

-

questionnaires were requested to turn them over to the head
of their social studies section, or to the teaoher best
qualified, to fill out and return.

One hundred and four

schools answered in reply to the first letter, and thirtysix more replied in answer to the follow-up letter.

Of the

two hundred and thirty-two questionnaires distributed
throughout the state, one hundred and forty or sixty per¬
cent were returned.
Definition of Terms — Because there is little
agreement regarding the definitions of educational terms,
teachers participating in this survey were requested to
accept the definitions printed in the questionnaire for the
purpose of this study.

If these definitions were not

provided there would have been many interpretations of the
terms to be checked, and the results would not be valid.
General Procedure (a)

The types of courses offered were selected

from those most often mentioned in a study
on the organization of social studies in

1
Junior high schools made by Douglas.
(b)

The items in the section dealing with
subjects offered were selected on the

1.

Douglas, Aubrey A., Modern Secondary Education.
pp. 356-57.

- 9 -

basis of being those most frequently
mentioned in a study made by the
Department of Superintendence of the
2

National Education Association,
(o)

The items in the sections dealing with
the units offered were selected on the
basis of being most frequently mentioned
in a survey of twenty-five Junior high
schools in various parts of the United
States.

This survey was compiled in a

class in "Curriculum Construction" at the
University of Massachusetts, and was based
on courses of study submitted by schools
throughout the country.
(d)

The items included in the sections on
advantages and disadvantages were selected
on the basis of being most frequently
mentioned in a poll taken of fifteen
experienced social studies teachers.

(e)

The names of principals of all schools in
Massachusetts having seventh and eighth
grades were obtained from the "Educational
Directory" for 19^7> published by the

2.

Ibid., pp. 352-3

10

-

Massachusetts Department of Education.
Letters were sent to two hundred and thirtytwo principala requesting them to cooperate
in this study, and ashing these principals
to turn over the enclosed questionnaire to
the teacher best qualified to fill it out
and return.
(f)

In order to secure as large a return of the
questionnaires as possible, one hundred and
tx^enty-elght follow-up letters were sent to
principals of those schools who had not
returned completed questionnaires.

The

follow-up letter asked the principal for
further cooperation in seeing that the
questionnaire were returned.
(g)

Y/hen a majority of the questionnaires had
been returned, and after a long period of
time in which there were no returne, the
number and percent of teachers checking
each item was tabulated.

From this tabu¬

lation was derived the rank of each item
on the basis of being most frequently
checked.

- u -

(h)

Material bearing on the Items in the
questionnaire was abstracted from books,
pamphlets and periodicals.

(i)

Results of this study will be mailed to
those schools requesting this information.

The results of the questionnaire are found in the
following chapters.

TYPE OF COURSE

v

►

«v
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CHAPTER

III

TYPE OF COURSE

The first section of the questionnaire sent to
all the Junior high schools of Massachusetts, dealt with
the MType of CourseH offered in social studies in the
seventh and eighth grade.

The type of course offered

usually determines what subjects and units will be taught,
and many times determine the kind of classroom activities
that will be carried on.
hist of Types of Courses — The following items
were listed under the heading “Type of Course11.
1.

Traditional

2.

Correlated

3.

Fused

Results of Survey — The results from this part
of the survey are found in Table I.

Of the one hundred and

forty schools reporting, ninety-two or sixty-six percent
checked “Traditional.*

Twenty-eight schools or twenty

percent of the schools that made returns checked “Correlated*
and thirteen schools or nine percent indicated that they
offered a “Fused* course.

Two schools or one percent of

those participating checked “Correlated-Fused*, three schools
or two percent of the one hundred and forty schools checked

- 14 -

TABLE

I

The Ranking of the Several Headings under the
Section "Type of Course" and the Number and
Percentages of Schools Checking Each Heading.

/■

Rank

Heading

Number
of
Schools

Percent No.
of
Schools

Traditional

1

92

66

Correlated

2

28

20

Fused

3

13

9

Traditional-Fus e d

4

O

mJ

2

Correlated-Fused

5

2

1

Traditional-Correlated

5

2

1

Total Schools reporting

11*0

"Traditional-Fused*, and two schools or one percent of the
group checked "Traditional-Correlated".
The exact definitions of the various types of
courses were given in the questionnaire, and the
participating teachers were requested to accept these
definitions for the purpose of the study.

CHAPTER

IV

THE TRADITIONAL COURSE
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CHAPTER
THE

IV

TRADITIONAL

COURSE

The second section of the questionnaire dealt
with the “Traditional Course.*

By far the most popular

of the types of courses offered, the traditional course
stays clearly within subject boundaries with depart¬
mentalized instruction.

Ninety-seven schools out of one

hundred and forty offer traditional courses.
Subjects Taught and Grades in which Offered —
The results from this part of the survey are found in
Table II.

“United States History" ranks first, as the

subject most frequently offered in grades seven and eight.
Fifty-eight or sixty percent of the traditional type
schools offer this subject in the seventh grade, and
eighty schools or eighty-two percent offer United States
History in the eighth grade.

“Western Hemisphere Geography"

ranks second or the subject most frequently taught in
grades seven and eight.

Forty-eight schools or about

fifty percent of the seventh grades offer this geography
course, and only 18 schools comprising eighteen percent of
total offer Western Hemisphere Geography in the eighth grade.
It is interesting to note that while Western Hemisphere
Geography rivals United States History as the subject most

- 17 -

TABLE

II

The Hanking of the Several Headings Under the Section “When
Traditional Courses are Offered“ and the Number of Percentages
of Schools Checking Each Heading for Grades 7 and 8

Heading

Number of
Rank
Schools
Gr.8
Gr.7 Or. 8: Gr.7

:
Peroent of
:
Schools
: Gr. 7 Or. 8

Geography (Western
Hemisphere)

2

2

48

18

50

18

Geography (World)

3

3

18

14

18

14

Geography (Eastern
Hemisphere)

6

7

7

3

7

3

Geography (United
States)

5

5

10

8

10

8

Geography (Asia)

7

8

4

2

4

2

Geography (Africa)

8

10

3

1

3

1

Geography (Australia)

9

-

1

-

1

-

Geography (Latin
America)

9

6

1

7

1

7

Geography (Europe)

-

4

-

9

Geography (Economic)

-

10

-

1

-

1

History (United
States)

1

1

58

80

6o

82

History (European)

4

-

11

-

li

-

History (Ancient)

-

10

-

1

-

1

History (England)

-

10

-

1

-

1

Civics

-

8

-

2

•

2

# 97 Schools reporting

9

-

18

-

frequently offered in grade seven, in grade eight there is
no oomoarison v/ith the history course far in the lead.
“World Geography” ranks third with eighteen
schools or eighteen percent checking it for the seventh
grade, and fourteen schools or fourteen percent offering
it in the eighth grade.
All other subjects rank far behind although
“United States Geography” is offered in ten percent of
the schools in the seventh grade and eight percent of the
sohools in the eighth grades.

“European History” is q_uite

popular in the seventh grade being offered in eleven
percent of the sohools, but oddly enough was not checked
by any school as being offered in the eighth grade.
“European Geography” was checked by nine percent of the
sohools as a subject they offered in the eighth grade, but
was not even checked once as a seventh grade course.
All of the percentages were reached on a basis
of the ninety-seven sohools that indicated they had
traditional type courses, and not on the total number of
sohools reporting.
The ranking of the subjects taught most frequently
in grades seven and eight when the traditional type course
is offered, therefore, appear in the following: order:
1.

United States History

2.

Western Hemisphere Geography

- 19 -

3*

World Geography

Combinations of Subjectg Moat Frequently Offered
and Grade8 In Which Offered.

The results of this part from

this survey may be found In Table III.

Three combinations

of subjects comprise eighty-two percent of the combination
of courses reported by the ninety-seven participating
schools.

Of these three, the combination HGeography Grades

Seven and Eight, History Grades Seven and Eight” ranked
first with forty-five schools or forty-six percent checking
this combination.

The next most popular combination was

“Geography Grade Seven and History Grade Eight” with twentysix schools or twenty-seven percent having that combination
in their course of study.

Ranking third, and far behind

the two previously mentioned combinations, was “Geography
Grade Seven, History Grades Seven and Eight”.

Nine schools

or nine percent oheoked this latter combination.
Every other conceivable combination of geography
and history in grades seven and eight, was checked at least
once but the number of schools offering such combinations
is negligible.
The ranking of the combinations of history and
geography offered in grades seven and eight, therefore,
appear in the following order:
1.

Geography grade seven and eight, History
grade seven and eight.

20

TABLE

III

The Ranking of the Combinations of Traditional Subjects
Offered in Social Studies in the 7th and 8th Grades and
the Number and Percentages of Schools Cheoking Each
Combination

Combination

Rank

Number
of
Schools

Percent #
of
Schools

Geography, Grades 7*8
History, Grades 7 & 8

)
)

1

45

46

Geography, Grade 7
History, Grade 8

)
)

2

26

27

Geography, Grade 7
History, Grades 7 & 8

)
)

3

9

9

Geography, Grade 8
History, Grade 7

)
)

4

3

3

Geography, Grades 7 & 8
History, Grade 8

)
)

5

2

2

Geography, Grade 7
History, Grade 7

)
)

5

2

2

5

2

2

History, Grades 7 & 8
Geography, Grades 7*8
History, Grade 7

)
)

8

1

1

Geography, Grade 8
History, Grade 8

)
)

8

1

1

8

1

1

8

1

1

Geography, Grades 7 & 8
Geography, Grade 8
History, Grades 7 & 8

# 97 Schools reporting

)

)

21
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2,

Geography grade seven, History grade eight.

3.

Geography grade seven, History grade seven
and eight.

Advantages Claimed — The following headings were
listed in the section “Advanta es When Traditional Courses
are Offered:”
1.

Material Is easily organized.

2.

Text books are easily available.

3.

Good pupil Interest, little motivation needed,

4.

Material can be tested objectively.

5.

Material lends Itself easily to activity work.

6.

Many visual aids are available.

7.

Provides instruction or background for high
school work.

8.

Fills a definite need in the life of the child.

9.

Teacher is qualified to teach because of
previous courses she has taken,

10. Arises out of pupil interests.
The results from this part of the survey are found in Table IV.
The advantage claimed most frequently by schools
offering the traditional course was ”Materlal is easily
organized.”

Eighty-two or eighty-four percent of the

teachers regarded this as an advantage that could be achieved
by the traditional type of course.

”Text books are easily

available” and "Material can be tested objectively” were

TABLE

IV

The Ranking of the Several Headings Under the Section
“Advantages When Traditional Courses are Offered” and
the Number and Peroentages of Schools Checking Each
Heading

Heading

Rank

Number
of
Schools

Percent
of
Schools

Material is easily
organized

1

82

84

Material can be tested
objectively

2

78

80

Text books are easily
available

3

77

79

Teacher is qualified to
teach because of previous
courses she has taken

4

73

75

Provides instruction or
background for high
school work

5

70

72

Many visual aids are
available

6

57

59

Fills a definite need in
the life of the child

7

56

58

Material lends itself easily
to activity work

8

52

5^

Good pupil interest, little
motivation needed

9

37

38

10

18

18

Arises out of pupils
Interests

# 97 Schools reporting.

#

- 23 -

other advantages frequently checked.

Seventy-seven or

seventy-nine percent of the teachers checked the former
and seventy-eight or eighty percent of the teachers
claimed the latter as an advantage derived from teaching
the traditional type oourse.

“Provides instruction on

background for high school work* was the fourth most
frequently checked advantage, with seventy or setenty-two
percent of the teachers checking it.
The headings least freouently checked, as being
advantages possible by offering a traditional type course,
were “Good pupil interest, little motivation necessary*1,
and “Arises out of pupil interests11.

Only thirty-seven or

thirty-eight percent checked the former, and a slim
minority of eighteen teachers out of ninety-seven considered
the latter an advantage resulting from this type of course.
Of the ten advantages listed, the five mcfflt
frequently claimed by ninety-seven traditional teachers,
therefore, appear in the following order:
1.

Material is easily organized.

2.

Material can be tested objectively.

3.

Text books are easily available.

4.

Teacher is qualified to teach because of
previous courses she has taken.

5.

Provides instruction or background for
high school work.

- 24 -

Disadvantages Admitted — The following headings
were listed in the section "Disadvantages v/hen Traditional
Courses are CfferedH:
1*

Material hard to organize

2.

Few textbooks are available.

3*

Much pupil motivation is needed.

4.

Material cannot be tested objectively.

5.

Material does not lend itself easily to
activity work,

■ ’•

6.

Visual aids not readily available.

7.

No carry over value in higher education
for the pupil.

8.

Fills no definite need in the life of
the child.

9*
10.

Teacher has no background courses.
Pupil has little to say as to what units
shall be taught.

The results from this part of the survey are found in Table V.
The disadvantage mast frequently admitted by
schools offering the traditional type course was "-3upll
has little to say as to what units shall be taught."
Forty-two or forty-three percent cfthe teachers checked
this disadvantage.

Following close behind was the heading

"Much pupil motivation needed," with thirty-nine or forty
percent of the social studies instructors admitting that

- 25 -

TABLE

V

The Rankihg of the Several Headings Under the Section
“Disadvantages When Traditional Courses are Offered"
and the Number and Percentages of Schools Checking
Eaoh Heading

Heading

Rank

Number
of
Schools

Percent #
of
Sohools

Pupil has little to say as to
what units shall be taught

1

42

43

Much pupil motivation is needed

2

39

40

Visual aids not readily
available

3

19

20

Fills no definite need in the
life of the child

4

13

13

Material does not lend itself
easily to activity work

5

12

12

Few textbooks are available

6

6

1

Teacher has no background
courses

7

5

5

No carry over value in higher
education for the pupil

8

22

2

Material cannot be tested
objectively

8

2

2

10

1

1

Material is hard to organize

#

97 Schools reporting

— 26 —

this condition existed in the classroom of a traditional
course teacher.

The only other disadvantages checked by

an appreciable number of teachers were “Visual aids not
readily available”,

“Fills no definite need in the life of

the child” and “Material does not lend itself easily to
activity work.”

Nineteen or twenty percent of the schools

confessed to a lack of visual aids, thirteen teachers
comprising thirteen percent of those reporting felt their
course filled no definite need in the life of the child,
and twelve teachers or twelve percent of those reporting
felt that the traditional type course did not lend itself
easily to activity work.
Only one person or one percent checked “Material
is hard to organize.”

Other headings least frequently

checked as disadvantages included “No carry over value in
higher education for the pupil” and “Material cannot be
tested objectively.”

Both of these headings were checked

by only two teachers or two percent of the group.
Of the ten disadvantages listed, the five most
frequently admitted by ninety-seven traditional teachers,
therefore, appear in the following order:
1.

Pupil has little to say about what
units shall be taught.

2.

Much pupil motivation is needed.

3.

Visual aids not readily available.

- 27

4.

Fills no definite need in the life of
the child.

5.

Material does not lend Itself easily to
aotivity work.

Teaoher Comments — Several teachers wrote in or
added comments to the lists in the questionnaire.

These

comments are included here for whatever weight they might
add to this study.
Several teachers felt that the traditional type
course organized knowledge in a manner that made sense to
the pupil.

’’Logical sequence enables course to be

completed11, “Knowledge is not disconnected”, and “Pupils
can better understand cause and effect” were items listed
by the teachers.
Some teachers felt that the traditional course
was “Easily adapted to the school set-up” while others
felt that this type of course “Can best combine with current
happenings,“
A number of teachers complained that “Not enough
time was allowed” to complete the required work while others
stated that “Books used are prosaic” and it was “Difficult
to obtain proper maps and globes.”
Quite a number expressed the feeling that the
traditional type of course limited the teaoher in the kind
of activities she could plan, and as a result seemed dull to

-

the pupils*
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Comments along this line included “Work too

regimented/1 “Additional enrichment for top groups is hard
to obtain”, “Repetition of work doesn*t challenge pupil or
teacher,H “Difficult to adjust to individual differences,14
and finally that the “Content was remote from the
experiences and interest of the pupils.1*
Comments on Related Literature — A wealth of
material is available on the traditional type course.

It

is interesting to note that references from older books
either imply that the traditional course is the only course
that can be offered, or else praise this type of course
for the factual knowledge it gives to the pupil.

More

recent books tend to place the traditional course on the
defensive and attack it critically for not providing the
child with a well-rounded education.
Usually, though not alv/ays, the type of course
determines the type of pupil activity.
traditional memoriter system,

Under the old

the chief objective was that

*

the pupil would memorize a number of facts, and all that was
1
needed was a textbook containing the factual material.
With such a classroom procedure, the course was naturally
built around straight subject matter lines.

1.

Bining and Bining, Teaching the Social Studies, in
Secondary Schools. 183 pp.
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The Hebartlan philosophy of education condemned
the rote method of learning but substituted the building up
2
of an apperceptive mass of ideas.
Though this philosophy
^

paved the way for recent theories of education, it also
lent itself readily to the straight subject matter type of
course.
The newer philosophies of education emphasize the
pupil rather than the teacher, and lay stress on education
as being a constant process of reorganizing and reconstructing experience.

3

As a result, the traditional subject

matter is no longer the only basis for course organization.
For if the subject matter is only a means to the end of
developing habits attitudes and applications, many educators
feel that it is better to provide the pupils with an
opportunity to learn about the subjects that they themselves
are interested in, rather than a formal body of knowledge.
However, wthe traditional or subject curriculum is
still the predominately popular type of instructional
organization for the American school.

Under this pattern

the program is conceived of as bodies of content

disj

tinguishable by fields and grade levels, planned in advance
by the administration and set out to be covered or mastered

2.

Binlng and Binlng, op. o lt.. pp. 62-63,

3-

mi.,

73 PP.
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by the student.

The subjects of one field are arranged one

upon the other In a supposedly difficult progression from
year to year, and the entire series of subjects within that
field stands as a vertical compartment taught with little,
4
if any, relationship to the other compartments.M
With
such a set up if anything new is added to the school course
it must be added as a new course, and to take it the student
must give up another subject.
Under the traditional view of education
accumulated knowledge is, therefore, classified in arbitrar¬
ily ohosen compartments.
subdivided.

The chosen compartments are then

History, as an example, would be subdivided

into ancient, medieval modern, United States, English, etc.
As Hall points out attempts to provide for individual
differences and to utilize the rapidly increasing body of
knowledge has resulted in the addition of new subjects and

5

as a result the number of subjects has grown too large. ^
Adherents of the traditional type oourse desire
to hold fast to the good features of the old education.
MoMurray feels that centuries of experience have shown
that thorough mastery of the formal studies is valuable,
and that the conservatives have held on to the good old

4.

Lee and Lee, general Educationin,the American High
School* pp. 182-3.

5.

Everett and Others, A Challenge to. Secondary Education,
pp. 16-7,
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doctrines, partly from haDlt and temperament, and partly
because these doctrines have been tested and approved as
satis factory.

6

He goes on to state l:The conservatives

keep up the continuity of our development, they hold as
to our moorings so we do not lose our connections with th8
past.

Education must be deeply historical and traditional.

It must hand down traditional culture and this should
constitute the main body of our courses of study."

7

Critic8 of the traditional type charge that the
aims, and means of attaining aims, in history, geography
and the rest of the subject curriculum, are not in line
with modern psychological knowledge.

As Waahburne points

out, this has resulted in a revolt against the old
catechism type of oourse and against the memorization of
large numbers of facts and dates which characterized the
teaching of the social studies not so many years ago.
Some opponents of the traditional type course feel that a
new type of subject matter is necessary for the new type
of classroom activities.

Wrinkle goes so far as to say

that the traditional type course has been guilty of using
dictatorial methods to teach citizenship, and that the

6.

McMurray. Conflicting Principles of Teaching:.
PP. 261-4.

7.

Washburne, Adjusting the School to the Child,
pp. 105-7.
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formalized study of history, geography and civics has had
a negligible result in educating pupils for citizenship in
a democracy.

* The new social studies

He concludes

education must be taken from the factual realm, for a
Philosophy of living is much more Important than the
acquiring of information.1*

8

—*

8.

Wrinkle, William L., The Ne;. Hlyh Softool In tfte
Kakln;;.. pp. 52-3.

CHAPTER

V

THE CORRELATED COURSE

mem.x
THE CORRELATED COURSE

F&rt of the third section of the questionnaire
d^alt with the * Correlated Course*.

Thie type of course

was offered in twenty percent of the schools that partici¬
pated in this study*

The correlated oouree arranges

instruction on the basis that oloeely connected ideas in
different fields should be taught at the same time* Twentyeight schools out of the one hundred and forty offer the
correlated course*

Unite.JZm&t ,mb OEaflfj„ JLa^

- - The

results from this part of the survey are found in Table VI*
•Current Events ranks first as the unit most frequently
offered in grade seven.

Twenty-five or seventy-eight per¬

cent of the oorr la ted type schools offer this unit in
grade seven*

*How Geographic Factors made American Croat*

ranks second as the unit most frequently taught in grade
seven*

Twenty-one schools or sixty-six percent of the

seventh grades offer thie unit.

“Interdependence of

Regions* Is the next unit most frequently mentioned as
being offered in grade seven with nineteen schools or
fifty-nine percent checking it*

"Developing and Conserving

Natural Resources*9 "Transportation, * “Occupations,* and
“The Development of Agriculture*, all are offered by

-
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seventeen schools or fifty-three percent.

Close behind with

sixteen or fifty percent of the correlated type checking,
are the following units, “Communication*, “Why People Came
to the New World, ■ “The Development of Manufacturing** and
"The Development of Commerce.**

All other units are

stretched out far behind.
The ranking of the units taught most frequently
in grade seven when the correlated course is offered, there¬
fore appear in the following order:
Current Events
How Geographic Factors Made America Great
Interdependence of Regions
Developing and Conserving Natural Resources
Transportation
Occupations
The Development of Agriculture
Communication
Why People Come to the New World
The Development of Manufacturing
The Development of Commerce
“Current Events** is also the most frequently
offered unit in grade eight, with twenty-five or twentyeight peroent of the schools offering it though “Immigration
to the New World** ranked far behind in grade seven, it was
the second most frequently checked in grade eight.

Twenty

■ 37 -

schools or sixty-three percent checked this unit.

Nineteen

schools checked “Transportation’*, and this percentage of
fifty-nine gave third ranking to this unit,
'
*
>
(
“Interdependence of Regions“Communications*,
and "Migration in the United States" ranked next, as all
were checked as being offered in the eighth grade of
eighteen or fifty-six percent of schools offering a
correlated type social studies oourse.

The only other units

checked by more than half of the schools were "Developing
and Conserving Natural Resources", "The Development of
Commerce", “Problems of Government", "The Development of
Manufacturing" and "How Our Government Works."

The first

three of this group were checked by seventeen of the thirty/

two schools reporting for a percentage of fifty-three, and
the last two of this group were checked by fifty percent or
sixteen percent of the sohools.

Percentages are based on

the thirty-two schools offering correlated type courses.
The ranking of the units taught most frequently
in grade eight when the correlated course is offered, there¬
fore, appear in the following order:
Current Events
Immigration to the New World
Transportation
Interdependence of Regions
Communication

I

. -
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Migration in the United States
«

k

. 'I

Developing and Conserving Natural Resources
Development of Commerce
Problems of Government
The Development of Manufacturing
How Our Government Works
Advantages Claimed — The following headings
were listed in the section "Advantages When Correlated
Courses are Offered:
1.

Material is easily organized
4

.

Text books are easily available

3

.

Good pupil interest, little motivation needed

4.

Material can be tested objectively

5.

Material lends itself easily to activity work

2

6

.

Many visual aids are available

?.

Provides instruction or background for high
school work

8

.

Fills a definite need in the life of the child

9.

Teacher is qualified to teach because of
previous courses taken.

t

t

10. Arises out of pupils* interests.
The results from this part of the survey are found in Table VTI.
The advantages claimed most frequently by schools
offering the correlated course were "Material lends itself
*

easily to activity work", "Provides instruction or background

TABLE

VII

The Hanking of the Several Headings Under the Section
Advantages When Correlated Courses are Offered” and
the Number and Percentages of Schools checking Each
Heading
•
•

Number : Percent #
of
:
of
Rank: Schools : Schools
•

Heading
Material lends Itself easily
to activity work

1

26

81

Provides instruction or
background for high
school work

1

26

81

Teacher is qualified to teach
because of previous courses
taken

1

26

81

Material is easily organized

4

23

72

Good pupil interest, little
motivation needed

4

23

72

Material can be tested
objectively

4

23

72

Fills a definite need in the
life of the child

4

23

72

Arises out of pupilfe* interest

4

23

72

Many visual aids are available

9

21

66

10

18

35

Text books are easily available

# 32 Schools reporting
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for higi school work", and "Teacher Is qualified to teach
because of previous courses taken."

Out of thirty-two

schools reporting, twenty-six or eighty-one percent claimed
these three advantages.

Twenty-three or seventy-two percent

of the schools claimed the following advantages for their
type of course, “Material is easily organized", “Good pupil
interest, little motivation needed11, “Material can be
tested objectively11, “fills a definite need in the life of
the child11, and “Arises out of pupils1 interest".

The other

two advantages listed were also checked by more than fifty
percent of the schools offering the correlated type course
with the heading “Many visual aids are available" olaimed
by twenty-one or sixty-six percent of the schools, and
"Text books are easily available" and "Teat books are easily
available" ranking last of the ten headings, but still
being ohecked by eighteen or fifty-six percent of the schools.
The ten advantages listed, therefore, appear on the
following order on the basis of being most frequently olaimed
by the thirty-two schools that reported having a correlated
type course:
Material lends itself easily to activity work.
Provides instruction or background for high
school work.
Teacher is qualified to teach because of previous
courses taken.

—>
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*"

Material is easily organized*
Good pupil Interest, little motivation needed.
Material can be tested objectively*
Fills a definite need in the life of the ohild.
Arises out of pupils1 Interests*
•

*

’

*

•

\

Many visual aids are available.
Text books are easily available.
Disadvantages Admitted — The following headings
were listed in the section “Disadvantages When Correlated
Courses are Offered.1.

Material is hard to organize.

2.

Few text books are available.

3*

Much pupil motivation is needed.

4.

Material cannot be tested objectively.

5.

Material does not lend Itself easily to
activity work.

6.

Visual aids not readily available.

7.

No carry over value in higher Education
for the pupil.

8.
9.

-Fills no definite need in the life of the child.
Teaoher has no background courses.

10. Pupil has little to say as to what units
shall be taught.
The results from this part of the survey are found in
Table VIII.
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TABLE

VIII

The Ranking of the Several Headings Under the Section
MDisadvantages When Correlated bourses are OfferedH
and the Number and Percentages of Schools Checking
Each Reading
:Number :Percent #
:
of
:
fijf
Rank sSchools:Schools

Heading
Pupil has little to say as to
what units shall be taught

1

13

4l

Few text books are available

2

9

28

Visual aids not readily
available

3

3

25

Material cannot be tested
objectively

4

3

9

Material is hard to organize

5

2

6

Material does not lend itself
easily to activity work

5

2

6

Much pupil motivation is needed

7

1

3

Teacher has no background
courses

7

1

3

No carry over value in higher
education for the pupil

9

-

-

Fills no definite need in the
life of the child

9

-

m

rsr.

Tsa-r- t

tt-i
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# 32 Schools reporting

1

1 .iTsa-&sss
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The disadvantage most frequently admitted by
schools offering the correlated type course was “Pupil
has little to say as to what units shall be taught.”
Thirteen of the thirty-two sohools checked this dis¬
advantage, or a percentage of forty-one,

“Few text books

are available11 ranked second, and “Visual aids not
readily available” ranked third*

The former was oheoked

by nine or twenty-eight percent of the schools, and the
latter was admitted by eight or twenty-five percent.

The

other disadvantages were so infrequently checked that it
is not necessary to mention them in this study, and it is
interesting to note that “no carry over value in higher
education for the pupil”, and “Fills no definite need in
the life of the child” were not oheoked at all.
Of the ten disadvantages listed, the three most
frequently admitted by thirty-two correlated teachers,
therefore, appear in the following order:
1.

Pupil has little to say as to what units
shall be taught.

2.

Few textbooks are available.

3.

Visual aids not readily available.

Teacher Commentg — Several teachers wrote in
or added oomments to the lists in the questionnaire.

These

comments are included here for whatever weight they may add
to this study.

44

One teacher felt that the correlated course "Gan
be early revised" while another wrote in that this type of
course "Prevents the teacher from emphasizing anyone social
study,"

Others stated that "G-eography and history presented

together gives a complete picture", and along this line
others mentioned that "Isolated facts are worked into an
organized pattern" in a correlated type course,
A few teachers complained about the limitation of
time and commented "Amount of time that can be spent on each
unit cannot be easily planned ahead of time", and "Too much
to be covered."

Other teachers felt that the correlated

type course was more demanding on the teadher than the
traditional course, or as one teacher })hrased it "Teacher
planning and checking takes much more time than in the
traditional approach."

"Need room with movable equipment"

was an observation made by one teacher.
Comments on Related Literature — In books
published many years ago there are references dealing with
the need to break down subject boundaries as offered in the
traditional type course.

But it has^t J?een until recent

years that there has been a great deal written on the subject
of correlation or arranging instruction on the basis that
closely connected ideas in the different fields should be
taught at the seme time.
The idea of correlation is not new for it can be

found in the work of early educational reformers.

If we

are to think intelligently it is evident that education
must emphasise the relationships between the various
aspects of knowledge and not treat the subjects as air¬
tight compartments bearing no relationship to other
subjects.1

Correlation was more readily accepted in the

elementary schools than in the secondary schools because
the same teacher teaches several subjects on the lower
levels.
Spears believes correlation to be the common
attempt to secure concrete relationships between subjects
without disturbing the departments or fields.

He pictures

correlation as the building of bridges from one compartment
to another, and cites the example of paralleling United
States history and American literature chronologically, and
2
studying the same period In the one as in the other.
Wrinkle sees correlation as the meeting together of two or
more subject matter teachers for planning an approach to a
problem which will permit each of the subjects to contribute
to the solution.

3

1.

Bining and Blning, Teaching the .Social. _Studies,„in
Secondary Schools, pp. 210-13.

2.

Corey and Others, General Education In the American
High Sohool. pp. 182-4.

3.

Wrinkle, William L., The Hew .High School In the Mf&lng.
PP. 72-3.
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Douglas states “Improvement of existing practice is
often achieved by a correlation of history and geography.*^
This seems to be the most common type of correlation within
the social studies field, but runs into difficulty because
lone-time trends have been unfavorable to a mutual give-andtake,

The segregation has been most complete in the text¬

book field, and while this continues the potential contri¬
butions of geography to history will be greatly restricted,^
Many elaborate correlated courses are being
attempted at the present time according to Bining,

He

states, “In a few schools the social studies have been
established as the core of the curriculum.

The courses in

English, music, art and even mathematics are organized and
correlated around with the social studies so as to contribute
to the understanding of them.

Units in literature and the

fine arts are correlated to fit in with the units in the
social studies, while in the music classroom the music of
the related period of history is studied.

In this way the

curriculum is organized upon the idea that the development
of ideas and understandings should be the primary objective

4. Douglas, Aubrey A,, Modern Secondary Education, pp. 356-7*
5,

Brown, Ralph H,, “Treatment of Geographic Knowledge and
Understandings in History Courses,u The, ,Journal,,.pX
geography, XLVII (March 19*$) PP* 103-5*
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of instruction.**
Advocates of correlation point out that the
retention of mere facta in separate subjects is not great,
unless these facts can be woven into a meaningful pattern.
Courses of this nature have been recommended by all the
recent commissions on improving secondary education
because it is anomalous for the school to talk of being
established for the instruction of adolescent minds if we
consider instruction it proceeding only through rigid
subject-matter channels.

7

One proponent of correlation

points out that we cannot afford to neglect the importance
of ma^s geographical beliefs in the study of history,
beoause preconceived ideas about geographical conditions
in various parts of the country must be understood if the
history of these regions is to be made meaningful.

8

Bining complains that pupils are taught facts but not the
relationship between them and that even within the subjects
themselves facts are frequently isolated from related facts
» 9
in the same field.

6.

Bining, Teaching the Social Studies in Secondary Schoola.
pp. 212-3.

7.

Wrinkle. William L., The Hew High School In the I-aiOng.
pp. 73-*.

8.

Brown, Ralph A., "Treatment of Geographic Knowledge ana
Understandings in History Courses", The Journal...o£
geography. XLVII, (March 19 W PP. 103-5-

9.

Bining, Teaching the Social Studleg j,n Secondary. Schools.,
pp. 211-2.
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Critics of the correlated type courses feel
that the correlated type course is Just a weak compromise
between the traditional and the fused type courses.

As a

result the correlated course is opposed by some as being
too conservative, and ridlouled by others as being too
radical.

Wrinkle points out that over enthusiastic

teachers have done a great deal to make the integrating
10

courses of modern education look foolish.

It would

seem that a skillful teacher is necessary to keep the
proper balance between subjects.

For example, care must

be taken to avoid a nne-sided geographic interpretation
of history, and pupils should be enoouraged to regard
geography as a condition in history rather than as an
occasional oause or control of It.1Binlng lists the chief difficulties in regard
to correlation as administrative problems and effective
12
cooperation between departments.
It is quite difficult
for a teacher to drop the continuity in her own subject
and adjust her schedule to that of some other teacher.

10.

Wrinkle, William L., op. olt.. pp. 73-7^*

11.

Brown, Ralph A., op. cit.f pp. 104-5,

12.

Binlng and Bining, pp., c!t.. pp, 212-13.
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It is also quite a task for a principal to arrange classes
In such a manner as to make effective correlation possible.
There are those who believe that correlation does
not go far enough in breaking the subject boundaries, and
that if a complete break from the traditional approach is
made there will be no need for correlation as it will
happen without planning.

MacOonnell states ttWe think the

question of correlation misses the whole point of our core
program.

If the individual fails to sense relationships,

fails to see meanings In the material that is presented to
the group, then no amount of teacher indoctrination will
accomplish these purposes.

If correlation does not come

out of the students comprehension of his own or his groups
*

efforts, we cannot give it to him by preachment or
13
compulsion.*

13.

McConnell, Melby and Arndt, Mew Schools for & New
Culture. §9 pp.

CHAPTER

VI

THE FUSED COURSE

CHAPTER

VI

THE FUSED COURSE

Pert of the third section of the questionnaire
dealt with the “Fused Course.M

This type of course was

only offered in nine percent of the schools that partici¬
pated in this study.

The fused course totally disregards

subject matter lines, and weld together any faots or
principles needed to understand an issue or adjust to a
problem.

Thirteen out of the one hundred and forty schools

participating offer the fused course.
Units Taught and Grades in Milch Offered — The
results from this part of the survey may be found in Table IX.
“Current Events” ranks first as the unit most frequently
checked in grade seven.
checked that heading.

Thirteen or seventy-two percent
“Interdependence of Regions*', “The

Development of Agriculture”, and “The Development of
Manufacturing” were all checked by twelve or sixty-six per¬
cent of the schools and hence, rank second.

There were six

units that were cheoked by eleven or sixty-one percent of the
schools.

These seventh grade units were “Interdependence of

Regions”, “How G-eographlc Faotors Made America Great",
“Developing and Conserving National Resources", “Transportation
“Why People Came to the New World", and “The Development of

Backing of the Several Hidings Under the Section * Units Offered In Fused Courses*
the Humber of Percentages of Schools Checking Each Heading for Grades ? and 8
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Commerce.”

The only other unite checked by more than fifty

percent of the schools were “Communication#, and “Immigration
to the New World,“

The former is taught in eleven or fifty-

six percent of the fused type schools, and the same holds
true for the latter.
The ranking of the units taught most frequently
in grade seven when the fused course is offered, therefore,
appear in the following order:
Current Events.
Interdependence of Regions.
The Development of Agriculture.
The Development of Manufacturing.
Interdependence of Nations.
How Geographic Factors Made America Great.
t

Developing and Conserving Natural Resources.
Transportation.
Why People Came to the New World.
The Development of Commerce.
Communication.
Immigration to the New World.
“Current Events“ also ranks first as the unit most
frequently checked in the eighth grade of schools offering
the fused type course.

Seventy-eight percent or fourteen of

the schools include this in their fused course of social
studies.

Sharing first place with “Current Events” is the

-

5**

-

unit “Migration in the United States, as this latter unit
has "been checked the same number of times as the former.
The next most frequently ohecked units were “How Geographic
Factors Made America Great1*, “Transportation", “Communication**,
and “The Development of Manufacturing*1.

All of the previously

listed grouo were checked as units taught in thirteen or
seventy-two percent of the schools offering fused courses
in the eighth grade.

Ranking ninth were “The Development of

Commerce”, and “Problems of Government”, both ohecked by
eleven or sixty-one percent of the eighth grades offering a
fused type course.

The only other units designated as being

taught in more than fifty percent of the schools were “Inter¬
dependence of Nations”, “Developing and Conserving Natural
Resources”, "Why People Came to the New World”, and
“Immigration to the New World."
Advantages Claimed — The following headings were
listed in the section "Advantages When Fused Courses are
Offered":
1.

Material is easily organized.

2.

Textbooks are easily available.

3.

Good pupil interest, little motivation needed.

4.

Material is tested objectively.

5.

Material lands itself easily to activity work.

6.

Many visual aids are available.

7.

Provides instruction or baolcground for high school
work.
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8.

Fills a definite need in the life of the child.

9.

Teacher is qualified to teach because of
previous courses taken.

10. Arises out of pupils' interests.
The results from this part of the survey may be found in
Table X.
The advantages claimed most frequently by schools
offering the fused course were “Good pupil interest, little
motivation needed11, and "Material lends itself easily to
activity work*1.

Both of these advantages were checked by

fifteen or eighty-three percent of the eighteen schools
reporting.

Other fused type units that were popular Included

“Material is easily organized*, “Material can be tested
objectively*, “Provides an Introduction or background for
high school work*, “Fills a definite need in the life of the
child*, and “Arises out of pupils' interests.”

All of the

units in this group were checked by fourteen or seventy-eight
percent of the schools offering fused type social studies
courses.

The remaining three advantages listed in the

questionnaire were also claimed by a majority of teachers
making the returns.

“Many visual aids are available* was

checked by thirteen or seventy-two percent of the schools, and
“Text books are easily available* and “Teacher is qualified
to teach because of previous courses taken*, though ranking
last were both checked by twelve of the eighteen schools, or

— 56 —

TABLE

X

The Ranking of the Several Headings Under the Section
Advantages khen the Fused Course is Offered11 and the
Number of Percentages of Schools Checking Each Heading
•
•

Heading

tt
:
Rank 5

•

Number :Peroent #
of
:
of
Schools :Schools

Good pupil interest, little
motivation needed

1

15

83

Material lends itself easily
to activity work

1

15

83

Material is easily organized

3

14

78

Material can be texted
objectively

3

14

78

Provides an Introduction or
background for high school work

3

14

78

Fills a definite need in the
life of the child

3

14

78

Arises out of pupils* interests

3

14

78

Many visual aids are available

8

13

72

Text books are easily available

9

12

66

Teacher is qualified to teach
because of previous courses
taken

9

12

66

# 18 Schools reporting.

a percentage of sixty-six of the participating schools.
The advantages claimed for the fused course
rearranged on a basis of those most frequently mentioned,
therefore, appear in the following order:
Good pupil interest, little motivation needed.
Material lends itself easily to activity work.
Material is easily organized.
Material can be tested objectively.
Provides Introduction or background for high
school work.
Fills a definite need in the life of the child.
Arises out of pupils Interests.
Many visual aids are available.
Teacher Is qualified to teach because of previous
courses taken.
Text books are easily available.
Disadvantages Admitted — The following headings
were listed in the section MDisadvantages When Fused Courses
are Offered”:
1.

Material is hard to organize.

2.

Few text books are available,

3.

Much pupil motivation is needed.

4.

Material cannot be tested objectively.

5.

Material does not lend itself easily to
activity work.
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6.

Visual aid not readily available.

7.

No carry over value in higher education for
the pupil.

8.

Fills no definite need in the life of the child.

9#

Teaoher has no background courses.

10.

Pupil has little to say about what units shall
be taught.

The results from this part of the survey may be found in
Table XI.
The most frequently admitted dlsadvanta e of the
fused course was “Pupil has little to say as to what units
shall be taught,”

Ten or fifty-six percent of the eighteen

schools felt their course was lacking in that respect.

About

one out of five felt that one of the disadvantages of the
fused course was "Few text books are available” and this
heading was checked by four schools or twenty-*two percent of
those participating.

The only other headings checked by more

than one school as a disadvantage were “Materials hard to
organize”, “Material cannot be tested objectively”, and
“Visual aide are not readily available”.

Only two or eleven

percent of the schools check this disadvantage.

(See Table XI)

Of the ten disadvantages listed, the three most
frequently admitted by eighteen fused type social studies
teachers, therefore, appear in the following order:
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TABLE

XI

The Ranking of the Several Headings Under the Section
"Disadvantages Vhen the Fused Course is Offered" and
the Number and Percentages of School Checking Each
Head!ng
♦
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Number {Percent #
:
of
of
Rank : Schools {Schools

Head!ng
Pupils has little to say as to
what units shall be taught

1

10

56

Few Text books are available

2

4

22

Material is hard to organize

3

2

11

Material cannot be tested
objectively

3

2

11

Visual aids not readily avllable

3

2

11

Much pupil motivation is needed

6

1

6

Fills no definite need in the
life of the child

6

1

6

Material does not lend itself
easily to activity work

?

-

-

No carry over value in higher
education for the pupil

7

-

-

Teacher has had no background
courses

7

-

-

i

# 18 Schools reporting
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Pupil hag little to gay ag to what units shall be
taught,
Few text books are available.
Material is hard to organize.
Material cannot be tested objectively.
Usual aids not readily available.
Teacher Comments — Several teachers wrote in or
added comments to the lists in the questionnaire.

These

comments are included here for whatever weight they may add
to this study.
Some teachers commented that the fused type course
was more interesting to the teacher and pupil than the
traditional type course.

Comments along this line included

"Keeps teacher mentally stimulated”, and MNew Approach keeps
pupils interested.”

Other teachers felt that the fused type

course offered the pupils many advantages, and mentioned
"Gives pupil definite objectives”, "Pupils have better
opportunities to express themselves”, and "Provides for
individual differences.”
One teacher said that there was "Parental objection
to a change in method", while another complained that the
"Teacher works harder than in traditional approach".

"Lack

of space for materials and activity" and "Lack of time were
other comments by teachers, while one teacher felt that
"Geographic facts are glazed over."
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Comments on Related Literature —— In recent years
the educational pendulum has swung far away from the
traditional type of course and current literature has widely
reflected this revolt.

The reaction to years of departmental¬

ized instruction has, in the extreme, resulted in the fused
type course which totally disregards subject matter lines and
welds together any facts or principles needed to understand
an issue or adjust to a problem.
Such an extreme approach has not as yet been widely
accepted, but some school systems like the one in Winnetka,
Illinois have worked out successful fused courses for the
others to follow.

Certain university teacher training schools

have developed and are practically using the fused type course.
The University High School of Ohio State University is one of
these.

The movement has been slowly growing, though hampered

by the unpreparedness of teachers and administrators.

More

progress has been made in fused courses of social studies than
in any other field of learning, especially on the junior
high school level.^
There are varying ideas of fusion but Bining
believes it to mean the breakdown of subject boundaries, and
the amalgamation to a greater or leader extent into units

1.

Bining and Bining, Teaching the Social _StuAi.es _jn
Secondary Schools, pp. 203-4.

or divisions of learning.

2

In "this type of course emphasis

is placed on the organization of social objectives, and the
selection and arrangement of social material that has direct
functional value.

As an example, traditional arrangements of

subject matter are discarded and the materials from various
fields including history, civics, geography and other subjects
are used only to the extent that they will answer or solve the
3
problem at hand.
Dr. Harold 0. Rugg, whose fused courses at the
present time are the most xvridely used in the country, explains
his ideas on fusion,MThe conventional barriers between the
existing subjects must be ignored in curriculum making.

We

must invent a new synthesis of knowledge and make it the basis
4
of the entire school curriculum.'*
>

Bining lists three reasons for the rise of the
fusion movement.

The first was the new major aim of education

that the duty of the school was to train pupils to understand
life.

In order to accomplish this objective many educators

2.

Ibid., pp. 203-4.

3.

ibid., PP. 203-4.

4.

Rugg, Harold U., "A Preface to the Reconstruction of the
American School Curriculum11, Teachers College Record, 2?
(March, 1926), pp. 606-7.

-
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felt that a new arrangement of knowledge was demanded.

The

second reason that fusion came Into being x/as because of the
overlapping that existed between the traditional courses.
And finally, another important reason for the rise of fusion
was the overcrowded curriculum of the secondary school and
the choice of escape from this overburdened curriculum that
the fused course offered,'*
The fused type course has been successfully used in
the Uinnetka, Illinois school system.

Their Junior hi^a

course is based on Ruggs study and centers around American
History and problems.

In this course there is complete

integration, not more correlation of the history,

.6

and other phases of the course.

However,

geography

a moderate type

of fusion is possible without rearranging the whole school
organization.

An example of this on a temporary basis would

be a single teacher combining United States history and
7
American literature to be taught in a double period.
Some pupils who went through a fused type course
in the training schools at the University of Ohio State,

5.

Bining,

6.

Washburn©, Carlton, Adjusting the School to the Child,
pp. 110-11.

7.

Coney and Others. Senara! Education in the American High
School, pp. 183-4.
»

op.

MIn

clt.. pp. 306-7.
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our courses learning dates and factual material has not "been
the main objective.
not ignored.

Of course learning dates and facts are

However, we feel that the whole of civilization

is better understood through broad ideas rather than a

0
specialized view of dates and the like.11

There seems to be

little doubt that pupil motivation is increased through a
breakdown of traditional subject boundaries.
Adherents of the fused type course point out that
it is only by bringing in all related information that anyone
can answer a problem or settle an issue.

Rugg strongly feels

that to understand any Institution or condition of life today
the mind must utilize facts, generalizations, and historical
movements that in the past have been set up in separate
school subjects.

o

Students who have taken fused courses

admit that it is much simpler for both students and teachers
to have an autocratic system of teaching, but that in our
democratic order we must begin to think and do for ourselves
10
while we are young.
The proponents claim that the new

8.

Ashman and Others, Were be Guinea Pigs? pp.

9.

Rugg, H?rold 0., An Introduction to American Civilisation.
Preface.

10. Ashman and Others, or. clt.. pp. 296-7.
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organization is the best medium for making the social studies
functional.11
However, critics of the fusion type course are not
in agreement that all education should be functional.

They

point out that some information should be learned for the
purpose of learning it alone, whether there might be a
future use for it or not.

These educators warn us that the

claims of the fu3ionists have not been proved, and that their
work is still in the experimental stage,

blning sums up

the arguments of the anti-fuslonists by pointing out that it
may not be necessary as today each of the social studies is
broad enough to permit the selection of an adequate quantity
and quality of functional material.

He goes on to mention

that if the mind is not trained, in accord with psychological
findings, to master one thing at a time the result may be
confusion.

Blning concludes by saying,

“Critics of the

fuflionists believe that fusion courses ignore value iherent
13
in special subject fields.”

11.

Blning, Teaching the Social Studies in the Secondary
Schools, pp. 207-8,

12.

Ibl&.

13.

Ibid., pp. 207-9.

CHAPTER

VII

RESTATEMENT OF PROBLEM CONCLUSIONS AND
LIMITATIONS

Statement of Problem — This study was undertaken
to provide some specific information to guide the social
studies department of the Amherst Jr. High School in
revising the organization of social studies in the seventh
and eighth grade of their school.
The purpose of this study is threefold:
(a)

To determine what type of sooial studies courses
are offered in the Junior high schools of
Massachusetts.

(b)

To determine what specific subjects and units are
offered, and in what grades these courses and
units are offered.

(o)

To find out what advantages are claimed, and what
disadvantages are admitted,

for each type of cour

Conclusion Based on the Material Presented in
This Study —
(a)

Tyres of Courses offered.
(l)

The majority of Junior high schools in

Massachusetts are still offering a traditional type
course built around straight subject matter lines.
About two-thirds of the schools participating in
this survey offer a traditional course.

The

-
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correlated tyoe course has made some inroads
into the secondary school social studies
curriculum, but is still only offered in onefifth of the Junior high schools.

The correlated

course seems to be a compromise some schools have
accepted in that closely connected ideas in
different fields are taught at the same time
instead of staying clearly within subject
boundaries as in the traditional course,

or

totally disregarding subject boundaries as in the
fused course.

The fused type course has not been

accepted to any great extent, as only about onetenth of the pohoole participating in this survey
offer that tyoe of course.

It seems that school

administrators and teachers are reluctant or
unprepared to accept the fused type oourse in
which any facts or principles needed to understand
a problem are welded together.
(b)

Specific subjects and units offered in each type
of course.
(1)

There is a great variety of subjects offered

in the traditional course but '’United States
History” is far ahead as the most frequently
offered course in both the seventh and the eighth
grade.

“Western Hemisphere Geography” and “World

-
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Geography" follow next in line as the most
frequently offered subjects.

But after these

first three there is little agreement as to what
traditional subjects should be offered with a
wide assortment of subjects mentioned.
(2)

There are a great many combinations of

geography and history offered in grades seven and
eight.

However, mentioned tv;ice as many times as

any other combination was "Geography, Grades 7 and
8 and History, Grades 7 and 8."

This means that

the pupil would have history and geography in both
the eighth and seventh grade, but in most oases
would have fewer periods per week than if he had
either subject for only one year.

"Geography,

Grade 7 end History, Grade 8" and “Geography
Grade 7 and History Grade 7 and 8“ are also
combinations offered in many schools.

There are

many other combinations offered but in most cases
these are merely adaptations to the local situation.
(3)

There is little agreement as to what units

should be offered in a correlated course although
there seems to be general agreement that “Current
Events" 3hould be offered.

Units bearing on

geography are freouentiy offered in grade seven.
Among the most popular are the following:

-
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How Geographic Factors Made America Great
Interdependence of Regions
Developing and Conserving Natural Resources
There Is a tendency to offer units bearing on
history in grade eight.

Among the most frequently

mentioned are the following:
Immigration to the New World
Migration in the United States
(4)

The unite in the fused course present no

fused pattern as might be expected.

"Current

EventsM is the most freauently offered unit in
both grade seven and eight.

There is some

indication that the fused course avoids units
that might be labelled geography and history and
Instead frequently offers units of a wider or more
general nature like the following:
The Development of Agriculture
The Developments of Transportation
The Development of Manufacturing
(o)

Advantages claimed and disadvantages admitted.
(l)

The results from this part of the survey are

found in Tables XII and XIII.

The Advantages

claimed by teachers of traditional type courses are
based on the easy manner in which material can be
organised and tested objectively.

The correlated
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TABLE

XII

The Comparative Hanking on a Percentage Basis of the Several
Headings Under the Section MAdvantages” as Checked by Schools
Offering One of the Three Types of Courses, and the Percentages
of Schools of Each Type Checking Each Heading
»

Heading

Ranking
:Percent of Sohools
Trad.
Cor. Fused:Trad.
Cor. Fused

Material is easily
organized

1

4

3

84

72

78

Material can be tested
objectively

2

4

3

80

72

78

Text books are easily
available

3

10

9

79

56

66

Teacher is qualified to
teach because of
previous courses taken

4

1

9

75

81

66

Provides an introduction
or background for high

5

1

3

72

81

78

Many visual aids are
available

6

9

8

59

66

72

Fills a definite need
in the life of the
child

7

4

3

58

72

78

Material lends Itself
easily to activity work

8

1

1

54

81

83

G-ood pupil interest,
little motivation
ne eded

9

4

1

38

72

83

Arises out of pupils
interested

10

4

3

18

72

78
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TABLE

XIII

The Comparative Ranking on a Percentage Basis of the Several
Headings Under the Section '‘Disadvantages11 as checked by
Schools Offering One of the Three Types of Courses and the
Percentages of Schools of Each Type Checking Each Heading

Heading

Ranking
:Percent of Schools
Trad.
Cor. Fused;Trad.
Cor. Fused

Pupil has little to say
as to what units shall
be taught

1

1

1

43

41

56

Muoh pupil motivation
is needed

2

?

6

40

3

6

Visual aids not readily
available

3

3

3

20

25

11

Fills no definite need
in the life of the
child

4

9

6

13

-

6

Material does not lend
itself easily to
activity work

5

5

7

12

6

-

Few text books are
available

6

2

2

6

28

22

Teacher has no background
courses

?

7

7

5

3-

Materlal cannot be
tested objectively

843

2

9

11

No carry over value in
higher education
for the pupil

897

2
6

11

Material is hard to
organise

10

5

3

1

and fused course teachers are not so ready to claim
their course is easily organized, but do feel that
their material lends itself easily to activity work
and provides an Introduction for high school work,,
It is interesting to note that both the correlated
and fused type teachers feel their course fills a
definite need in the life of the child and arises
out of pupil interests, while the traditional
teacher is reluctant to claim such advantages.
Another advantage claimed by few traditional
teachers, but by many correlated and fused teachers
is that there is good, rupil interest with little
motivation needed.

The correlated and fused type

teaohers only differ greatly in claiming one
advantage regarding the qualification of teaohers
to teach beoause of previous courses taken.

The

correlated type teacher rank.this advantage high
while only a few fused teachers feel that is true
of their course.
(2)

See Table XII.

There is more similarity between the dis¬

advantages admitted by teachers of the three types
of course than there was between the advantages
claimed.

The majority of traditional, correlated,

and fused teachers admitted that the pupil has little
to say as to what units should be taught and that

-
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visual aids were not readily available.

However,

the traditional teachers frequently admitted that
much pupil motivation was needed while the fused
and correlated type teachers hardly mentioned this
as a disadvantage.

The fused and correlated type

teachers complained that few text books are
available, but this was not considered a serious
problem by those offering a traditional type course.
See Table XIII.
Limitationa — •
(a)

This study Is subject to the usual weaknesses of
the questionnaire method.

(b)

A return of one hundred and forty out of two
hundred and thirty schools is not as valid as a
larger return would have been.

(o)

Though tae definitions were given on the questionnaire
there is a possibility that some of the teachers
misinterpreted the terms.

(d)

There could be only a limited amount of objectivity
on the part of the teachers in checking the
advantages and disadvantages, for their type of
sourss.

APPENDICES
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
FOLLOW-U? LETTER
QUESTIONNAIRE

APPENDIX
LETTER

OF

I

TRANSMITTAL

Dear Principal:
The Department of Education of the
University of Massachusetts wishes to carry out
a survey of the types of social study courses
offered in the 7th and 8>th grades of the schools
of this state. We further wish to firfl out the
exact units taught within these courses.
The enclosed questionnaire is being sent
to over two hundred secondary schools in this
state. Will you join us in this work by turning
over the enclosed material to the head of your
social studies section, or to the teacher best
qualified, to fill it out and return. We want
to do a thorough job in covering the state and
need your aid*
If ihtercsting and valuable materiel is
unearthed in the survey, we plan to seek some
method of making the results available to school
people*
Sincerely yours*

Robert F. Savitt

Amherst Junior High School
Amherst, Massachusetts

77

APPENDIX

II

FOLLOW-UP LWrm

Dear Principal:
Sometime ago I wrote you asking for your
cooperation in making a survey of the types of
social study courses, and units therein, offered
in the 7^h and 8th grades of the schools of this
stat c•
Many of the heads of the social studies
departments, or qualified teachers in the schools
participating have answered and returned the
questionnaires.
Returns so far received indicate
that this survey may have some valuable general¬
izations for social studies teachers.
As many replies as possible are necessary
to make this survey valid,
Pleaso ask the head of
your social studios department to return the blank
if ho has not already done so.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours.

Robert F. Savitt

Amherst Junior High School
Amherst, Massachusetts

- 78 APPENDIX

ITT

•-* *

QUESTIONNAIRE
SOCIAL STUDIES SURVEY
NAME OF SCHOOL ______

. CITY

TOTAL ENROLLMENT (GRADES 7 and 8)_
TO THE TEACHER:
This survey is being taken to find out the types of social studies
courses, and units therein, being taught in the 7th and 2th grades of the
Schools of Massachusetts*
Because there is little agreement regarding the definitions of educational
terns, please accept the following definitions for the purpose of this study.
TRADITIONAL COURSE - One that stays clearly within subject boundaries,
departmentalized instruction*
CORRELATED COURSE - One that arranges instruction on the basis that closely
connected ideas in different fields should be taught
at the seme time, e.g* correlated Geog. and History.
FUSED COURSE - One that totally disregards subject matter lines, and welds
togother any facts or principles needed to understand
an issue or adjust to a problem, e.g. social studies.
UNIT —

One of the largo subdivisions of the course offered.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS - PLEASE ANSWER A,B or C, and L, THE BLANKS
ARE FOR WRITING IN ANSWERS NOT LISTED.

A.

TYPE OF COURSE (check one)

(
(
(

)
)
)

traditional
Correlated
Fused
WHEN TRADITIONAL COURSES AHB OFFERED (answer only if you answered
traditional under *A*)

B.

Grade

<
(
(
(
(
(
(
C*

Subject

8

7
)
)
)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Geography (Western Hemisphere)
Geography (
)
Geography (
)
(United States
)
History
History
(
)

WHEN FUSED OR CORRELATED UNITS ARE OFFERED (answer only if you
answered correlated or fused under 'A1)
Instructions •• Check the grade you offer the unit. Unit titles ghould be
checked if there is a similarity to a unit you offer, since
your unit titles will naturally not match exactly*

2.
Question ’*CM Cont*d.
Grade

7

S

r )r
(
(
(
(
(

) (
) (
) (

) (
) (
) (

) (

)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(

) (

) (
)
)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(
(

) (
) (
(
(

) (
) (
) (
) <

Unit
T 1. Interdependence of Regions
) 2 Interdependence of Nations
The Home
)
Improving School and Community Life
I
How Geographic Factors Made America Great
l
Developing and Conversing Natural Resources
Transportation
)• 7.
) St Communication
9. Occupations
10
Being a Wise Consumer
11. The Individual As Part of a Group
12
Why People Crmc to the New World
Immigration to the Nov/ World
Migration In the United States
15. The Development of Agriculture
The Development of Manufacturing
16.
17* The Development of Commerce
IS.
The Obligations of a Good Citizen
19. How Our Government Works
20
Problems of Government
Proper Use of Leisure ^ime
21
Crime
22
23. The Importance of Education
24. Rcligion v
25. Current Events.

.

.
.

II:

...

Below write in all units not listed and check grade in which they are taught.

(

) (

) 26.

(

) (

) 27.

(

) (

) 28.

(
(

) 29.

(

) (
) (
) (

(

) (

) 31*
) 32.

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

lit
) 35.

(

) (

(

) (

(
D.

(
(
(
(

) (
) (

) 3°.

) 36.
) 37.
) 38.
)

)

EVALUATION OP TYPE OP COURSE OEFERSD (ALL ANSWER)
Instructions ■* Check the advantages and disadvantages resulting from the
type of course your school offers.

«

ADVANTAGES

( )

1.

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

(

)

(

)

7*
8.
9*

(

)

io.

2.

i
i

Material is easily organized.
Text "books aro easily available.
Good pupil interest, little motivation needed.
Material can be tested objectively.
Material lends itself easily to activity work.
Many visual aids are available.
Provides introduction or background for high school work.
Pills a definite need in the life of the child.
Teacher is qualified to teach because of previous courses
she has taken.
Arises out of pupils* interests.

MITE

(

)

Hf

(

)

12*

(

)

13*

(

)

14.

(

)

15.

IN

ANY

OTHER

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1.
2,
3*
4*
5*
6.
J,
8.
9.
10.

Material is hard to organize.
Pew text books arc available.
Much pupil motivation is needed.
Material cannot be tested objectively.
Material does not lend itself easily to activity work*
Visual aids not readily available.
No carry over value in higher education for the pupil.
Pills no definite need in the life of the child.
Teacher lias had no background courses.
Pupil has little to say as to what units shall bo taught.

MITE

(

)

11*

(

)

12.

(

)

13*

(

)

14.

(

)

15.

IN

ANY

OTHER

DISADVANTAGES
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